Abstract. In this paper, we present the discernibility approach for an initial seed computation of Rough K-Means (RKM). We propose the use of the discernibility initial seed computation (ISC) for RKM. Our proposed algorithm aims to improve the performance and to avoid the problem of an empty cluster which affects the numerical stability since there are data constellations where |Ck| = 0 in RKM algorithm. For verification, our proposed algorithm was tested using 8 UCI datasets and validated using the David Bouldin Index. The experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm of the discernibility initial seed computation of RKM was appropriate to avoid the empty cluster and capable of improving the performance of RKM.
Introduction
Clustering is a process of classifying objects into classes based on similarities among data. The process of assigning an object to its cluster is fully based on the data similarity; therefore the characteristics of data may influence the clustering result. The performance of K-Means, as the most widely used clustering algorithm, depends on two key points, namely the initial clustering and the instance order [1]; in which initial clustering itself fully depends on the data distribution. Since the characteristic of the data influences the performance of K-means, many improvements of K-means are being developed. Rough K-means clustering (RKM) [2] is one of the well known extended K-means algorithm.
RKM is the clustering algorithm which addresses the problem of vague data. Its capability to cluster vague data comes from the integration of Rough Set Theory in the process of clustering. While in the original K-Means the cluster is viewed as a crisp cluster only, in RKM the cluster is deployed as an interval clustering. Here, the object is divided in the lower approximation where the object is certainly a member of the cluster, and the boundary area where the object is a member of more than one cluster [2] . Looking at its characteristics, RKM can be considered as a powerful algorithm for clustering vague data. Vague data can be clustered in a boundary area which is useful for further processing. According to the numerical stability problem, Peters [3] refined RKM by forcing at least one of the objects should be a member of the cluster. Hence one of the objects which is the closest to the centroid of the lower approximation will be assigned to the closest cluster. Miao [4] avoided the empty cluster by using the nonobject outlier to the proper cluster and proposed the use of angle measurement to decide the member of clusters. Obviously, all of the previous work on RKM refinement, including that of Zhao [5] and of Lingras [11] , focused on the membership function refinement. Although previous researchers had improved the RKM, they ignored the other source of the numerical stability problem i.e. the initial seed, since K-means clustering certainly relies on the chosen initial centroid [1][6] [7] . Moreover, when the algorithm is applied, the boundary area should be restricted to avoid a numerical stability problem [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, to fill the gap of the previous work that heavily focused on refining the membership function to avoid numerical stability this work highlights the initial seed computation to avoid a numerical stability problem.
Many ISCs have been developed since the process of the K-means clustering is deterministic mapping from initial solution to local minima of final result [1] [11] . The previous research showed that the use of the ISC did not only improve the performance of K-means but also was able to avoid the empty cluster problem that plagues KMeans. Hence we propose the use of ISC to avoid a numerical stability problem in RKM as an extension of K-means.
In this paper, we review the required characteristics of the previous ISC works, from which we further develop the algorithm based on the discernibility approach of Rough Set Theory which is suitable for the purpose of RKM i.e. processing the vague data. To verify the proposed algorithm, we use David Bouldin (DB) Index, which is a well-known validity measurement in clustering analysis [12] .
